RECTIFICATION OF BIRTH TIME( A unique
Ancient Science to Help you Rectify your Birth
Time scientifically):
Your Current Birth Data:
ServiceName
Birth Time Rectification Report!
<br>
email id
xyz@yahoo.com
Month of birth
11

dob
9
year of birth
1955
time of birth
1
first name
middle name
ABC
last name
XYZ
minutes of birth
0
hour of birth
1
place of birth
New York, USA
country
Canada

myTextBox value is =
Birth time either 21:15, 21:19 or some time
before or after that
Month of birth1
dob1
A). CALCULATED Current ASCENDANT(an
illustrative example only, dates and data have
been modified for privacy):
9 November 1955
21:19
New York ,USA
26:49 degrees Pisces
B)Rectified Ascendant Based on Nakshatra
The birth time rectification has a rational and
scientific basis, it has been observed that based on
various phases of moon children are born, more or
less depending on which phase moon is.
Also in what time phase more of female births would
happen or male birth would happen is correlated with
the moon phases.
Like 40 minutes after the moon has passed 40
minutes from the lowest meridian the number of
births reduces.

IN second of sign Aquarius there is a decrease in the
first few degrees of Pisces there is an increase in
number of birth.
Similarly the ancient rishis or seers found that Birth
of any Individual can happen only on certain specific
time. Based which we find out when are the possible
times for one to be born.
 So as a first step we verify, if the time
suggested is a time when someone could
be born, if not then what is the next time
when someone could be born based on
present birth time.
 Then as a second step we check if the
horoscope based on the adjusted time the
real life events of the person , that if they
really corroborate with time found.
Birth time either 21:15, 21:19 or some time
before or after that
Calculations:
- First Correction:The time in vighatis from the
sun rise
6:42 sunrise and sun set 19:52 at Ontario
1 vighati = 24 seconds
21:19(current time of birth of yours)
Difference(sun rise to time of birth) =
21:19 – 6:42 = 14h 37 minutes

Difference in vighatis = (14x3600 +
37x60)/24
= (50,400 + 2,220)/24 = 52,620/9 = 2192.5
Vighatis = 2192.5/60 ghatis = 36.541
= 2192.5(vighatis) x4/9 = 8770/9
remainder is 2

= the

Nakshatra= bharani( 2nd start from ashwini)
Weekday = Monday
The above time is not correct as per uttar
kalamrit classical text for being born on
Monday
- Second correction: Let us take 4 minutes
ahead 21:15 time as a correction time
In terms of ghatis it is 240/24 = 10 vighatis =
10/60 = 1/6 Ghati = 0.1666
So over all total ghatis = 36.541 - 0.1666 =
36.37
This is also not correct.
- Third Correction: So lets us try 21:17
minutes, a little lesser instead
So the total ghatis = 36.541 – (120/24)/60 =
36.541 – 0.0833 = 36.45

This is slightly off the mark
- Fourth Correction: So let’s try 21:16:30
seconds
- 36.45 – 0.02083 = 36.42 (This is not correct)
- Fifth correction: Let us do one more iteration
Let’s try 21:16:20 seconds
This give 36.41306 – this is almost
100%accurate!!

Let us verify how accurate this rectified
ascendant is for some life events below marked
in bold .

B). MAJOR PAST EVENTS:
Here are some points to help as I'm not sure
what you need. Please keep information
confidential and private.

1 I have Never gotten married and have no children
No marriage on the grounds that however marriage
house is strong(mercury), the mercury is
incapacitated in d9 and karaka for Husband Jupiter is
to a great degree powerless.

Yet at the same time you had marriage like
connections –as you have composed some place
beneath that is because of solid mercury
2. Moved from main residence to another city
for work in 1999 (1.5 hrs far from family)
You run Saturn moon.
Moon rules fifth and sits in 4th.(House of your home)
Moon has the vitality of Saturn that principles twelfth
that is travel and change.
This made you move,
3. Moved again to another city for another
occupation at another bookkeeping firm in Jan
2000. Moved 1 hr far from family the other way
of the past move.
Same clarification as above, additionally as moon is
a planet of changes the fluctuating nature brought
on one more change
4. begun another employment mid January
2004 in the mining business. Remained there
for a long time in a similar organization up until
mid 2016.
Jupiter the master of vocation period begins it is
powerless yet in place of status and riches streams.

Jupiter is solid d9, so gave you some solidness for a
long time and furthermore as a leader of your
vocation helped you to hold it.
Part of Jupiter on tenth house helps it.
In d10 Jupiter is in tenth and gets vitality from
Saturn(rahu) to do with mining and eighth house to
do with burrowing . so an affirmation.
5. Bought first home (condominium) sept 2007.
Again Jupiter enacted your place of home and family
to some degree that is second house.
Initiates Venus-that is for home and solace
6. Purchased beachfront land in foreign country
beginning 2010.(BONUS Verfication)
Mercury Venus period runs .
Mercury rules your home and is close to Venus.
Venus is the karaka for your home and family and
comfort.
Venus rules good house in d9 and shares energy
with mercury

C). CONCLUSION:

The given major events match with the rectified birth
chart and with reference to matching these events;
the rectified birth time could be the correct one.
The rectified ascendant and time =
21(hours):16(minutes):20(seconds) and
ascendant degree = 25:43:34 Pisces
All this would help you in naadi and other
predictions.
.
BONUS for personal and professional Life( I
may have shared this earlier as well but still to
help)
Wearing 5-6 rattis pukhraj (in gold to be worn in index
finger on Thursday) would be very
good help in education.
If You don’t want the ring and want to save money.
Draw this in a piece of paper on Thursday and keep it in
purse it would have some effects, atleast 50%.You would be
helps a lot by any of the two above remedies or the one
given below.
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 Offering service to one’s Guru/teachers
 Prayer every morning
 Offer banana pieces to birds

 Offer bundi laddue to birds.
Also
 Could chant shiva sahastraanam
 Do rudra-abhishek by trained person

We wish you all the best in Life,
Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id
Given Below:
astrozing.com@gmail.com

